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line of acceptability are choices accept-
ablesee volume 8 no2noa winter 1975 edition only because natives would have made

page 9 volume 7 no4noa summer 1974 them natives wouldnt have made the
edition pages 797 9 errors I1 cited on page 7 they are unaccept-

ableableabie grammatically but might be acceptableI1 was interested in kenneth G aitkens
reply to my article in the winter 75 issue semantically the student apparently

understood the passage should we givehopefully readers referred back to my
lurnhim credit or ot its a problem wearticle after reading mr aitkens if they
both face in clozealoze and shouldour testsdid should havethey discovered that the

ideas in each did not necessarily conflict not be ignored

and that each article still makes some valid 3 mr aitken may have a point that the
points consider the following carroll study was hasty and inexact my

experience has been that some students
good students often panic on a clozealoze test1 mr aitkin stated williams argues that
especially one of average difficulty andreading and listening are decoding processes
leave lot of blanks fill in worda or anyon the contrary I1 said that reading is
whether it makes sense or not manyprimarily the decoding of written symbols
students used other ofto types testsinto meaning but also includes encoding
have balked at clozealoze tests results inas when one meets unfamiliar words and
these situations are not too reliable Aanticipates meaning from the context one
way to overcome this problem is to give thethen is producing a word to fill in a blank
group very easy passages at which all orjust like a clozealoze test so on very easy
most of them be successfulcan very thenmaterial a clozealoze test parallels the reading
gradually increase the difficulty of theprocess on this point we agree I1 think tests so that finally arrive at testyou ahowever my article went on to say that if which discriminates the better from thethe material is difficult if too many crucial
poorer readers I1 have also found in mycontent words are omitted then it may

that students whobecome impossible to fill in the blanks experience college

too much encoding is required more perhaps have more motivation have more
encoding is required in that situation than reliable scores than high school students

although this is simply an impressionimpressioti notis usually required in reading therefore
difficult a scientific study so in short the specialin that situation reading subject

talent at clozealoze tests might be in part over-
come

matter with too many crucial words miss-
ing the clozealoze test only partially parallels through more adequate preparation

of the students for this type of testthe reading process mr aitken must agree
with this point because he states p 17 that 4 in answer to my point that natives
one would be wise to use an easier reading should make high or perfect scores on clozealoze
selection to construct the test from rather tests designed for non natives mr aitken
than change from the nth method deletion states it seems that this would be more
to selective deletion so he is for easy of a language proficiency test than a reading
selections I1 am for easy selections no test this is an attractive possibility but
conflict is this what williams wants to use clozealoze tests

for answer yes reading is one
2 mr aitken has said hes for the any component of language most proficieproproficiencyficleficiency
acceptable word method of scoring clozealoze tests have listening speaking reading and
tests so am 1I but he did not reply to the writing sections clozealoze tests could also be
problem I1 raised of where to draw the used as prognostic progress and achieve
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mentmeritmelit tests but I11 have used them as a theexperience I1 might add that native
measure of reading proficiency perhaps I1 asap1pperfecterfectberfect or high scorer seems to be the
should have stressed I1 was referring to standard in most ESL listening speaking
intermediate to beginning non natives not grammar and writing proficiency tests forfsrto those whose english is on the advanced beginning to intermediate ESL students
or native levels obviously if an ESL why should it be unreasonable to expect
student has native fluency in english his the same in reading tests
clozealoze test will be the same test that his
native counterpart would have and both 5 finally mr aitken seems to believe
could get less than high scores reflecting that the nth word deletion is a more sound
their reading ability actually thisthuis test and practical method than choosing which
would not reflect so much basicdasic reading words to delete its certainly easier and
ability as experience with topics ability to with good easy passages some good tests
gain inferences analytical skills evaluation could be made using the nth deletion
etc for beginning to intermediate stu-
dents

method I1 have seen and have made some
however it still seems that as a but why should this exclude any other

test of basic reading skill a clozealoze test approach it seems to me that a teacher
should do very well if they are literate may occasionally wish to test the structural
true reading is a composite of many skills aspect of reading and may wish to choose
but central to these is the ability to derive structural words for deletion though
meaning the authors intended meaning the nth method can be good and satis-

factoryfrom simple unsophisticated non culturally what is wrong with accepting it
bound nontechnical prose on ones and experimenting with other methods as
language level and within ones sphere of well




